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Irreducible Harish-Chandra modules over
extended Witt algebras
Xiangqian Guo, Genqiang Liu and Kaiming Zhao
±1
Abstract. Let d be a positive integer, A=C[t±1
1 , ..., td ] be the Laurent polynomial algebra,
and W =Der(A) be the derivation Lie algebra of A. Then we have the semidirect product Lie
algebra W A which we call the extended Witt algebra of rank d. In this paper, we classify all
irreducible Harish-Chandra modules over W A with nontrivial action of A.

1. Introduction
The Witt algebra W of rank d is the Lie algebra consisting of all derivations of
±1
±1
the Laurent polynomial algebra A=C[t±1
1 , t2 , ..., td ], where d is a ﬁxed positive
integer. This algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of diﬀeomorphisms of the ddimensional torus. The algebra W is a natural higher-rank generalization of the
centerless Virasoro algebra, which has wide applications in diﬀerent branches of
mathematics and physics (see [9] and [11]–[15]). Unlike the Virasoro algebra, when
d>1, W is centrally closed and its representation theory is still under development.
Modules over Witt algebras were used by O. Mathieu [18] to model simple
cuspidal weight modules with ﬁnite-dimensional weight spaces over simple ﬁnitedimensional Lie algebras. Representations of Witt algebras are also closely connected with the representation theory of extended aﬃne Lie algebras ([1]) and
toroidal Lie algebras ([2], [7], and [8]).
Representation theory of Witt algebras has been intensively studied by many
mathematicians and physicists, see [3], [5], [6], [10], [11]–[15], [19], and [22]. In
particular, [19] asserted recently that any irreducible Harish-Chandra W -module is
either dense (with uniformly bounded weight spaces) or punctured (with uniformly
bounded weight spaces) or a simple quotient of some generalized Verma module. So
far, the only known dense or punctured modules are subquotients of the modules
F α (ψ, e) (see Section 2.1) introduced and studied in [13] and [21], which are called
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Shen modules or Larsson modules. Eswara Rao (see the introduction of [6]) said
that it will be interesting to prove that any irreducible Harish-Chandra W -module
is either a highest weight module or a Larsson module up to a twist of a GL(d, Z)
action. This was formulated into a more precise conjecture in [10] as follows.
Conjecture. All nontrivial irreducible uniformly bounded modules over W are
isomorphic to irreducible subquotients of F α (ψ, e).
Assuming this conjecture and using the result in [4], we can deduce that the
third class of modules mentioned above depend only on the ﬁrst two classes of the
modules over W . So it is crucial to classify dense modules and punctured modules
over W .
As an attempt to obtain a proof of this conjecture, we consider representations
of the Lie algebra W A, which was started by Eswara Rao in [6]. The W -modules
F α (ψ, e) can be naturally made into (W A)-modules. In [6], Eswara Rao proved
that if the action of A is associative on an irreducible (W A)-module V , then
V must be isomorphic to F α (ψ, e). In Section 3, we show that the condition of
Eswara Rao is always satisﬁed for any irreducible uniformly bounded (W A)module with nontrivial action of A, up to a natural automorphism of W A. As
a result, any nontrivial irreducible uniformly bounded (W A)-module is either an
irreducible uniformly bounded W -module if the action of A is zero, or isomorphic
to some F α (ψ, e, c) (a deformation of F α (ψ, e), see Section 2 for its deﬁnition)
if the action of A is nonzero. At last in Section 4, we show that any nontrivial
irreducible (W A)-module which is not uniformly bounded must be isomorphic
to the unique quotient module of some generalized Verma module induced from a
nontrivial irreducible uniformly bounded module over some subalgebra isomorphic
±1
to Wd−1 Ad−1 , where Ad−1 =C[t±1
1 , ..., td−1 ]. If the conjecture mentioned above
holds, we can give a complete classiﬁcation of irreducible Harish-Chandra modules
over W A, using our results in Sections 3 and 4.

2. Notation and preliminaries
We denote by Z, Z+ , N, R and C the sets of all integers, nonnegative integers,
positive integers, real numbers and complex numbers, respectively. For any positive
integer k, denote by Mk (C) the set of all k×k matrices over C. For a matrix
B ∈Mk (C), we denote its (i, j)-entry by B(i, j). For a Lie algebra L, we denote its
enveloping algebra by U (L).
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2.1. Witt algebra W and the extended Witt algebra W A
Throughout this paper, we ﬁx a positive integer d>1. Let Cd be the vector
space of d×1 matrices with the standard basis {e1 , e2 , ..., ed } and Zd be the subset
of Cd with entries in Z. Let ( · | · ) be the standard symmetric bilinear form such
that (u|v)=uT v∈C, where uT is the matrix transpose of u.
±1
Let A=C[t±1
1 , ..., td ] be the Laurent polynomial algebra over C and denote by
W the algebra of all derivations of A, called the Witt algebra.
Set tn =tn1 1 ...tnd d for n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nd )T ∈Zd and ∂i =ti ∂/∂ti for i∈{1, ..., d}.
d
Set D(γ, m)=tm i=1 γi ∂i for any γ ∈Cd and m∈Zd . Then W is spanned by all
D(γ, m) with γ ∈Cd and m∈Zd . The Lie bracket of W is given by
(1)

[D(γ, m), D(δ, n)] = D(ε, m+n)

for γ, δ ∈ Cd and m, n ∈ Zd ,

where ε=(γ |n)δ−(δ|m)γ. The extended Witt algebra W A=W ⊕A is a Lie algebra by extending the Lie structure of W in the following way:
(2)

[tm , tn ] = 0

and

[D(γ, m), tn ] = (γ | n)tm+n for any γ ∈ Cd and m, n ∈ Zd .

Both W and W A are Zd -graded, and their homogeneous subspaces are deﬁned

by (W )m = γ∈Cd D(γ, m) and (W A)m =(W )m ⊕Ctm for any m∈Zd .
Take L=W or L=W A. Then L0 is the Cartan subalgebra of L. An L-module
V is called a weight module if the action of L0 on V is diagonalizable. For any weight

module V we have the decomposition V = λ∈L∗ Vλ , where L∗0 =HomC (L0 , C) and
0

Vλ = {v ∈ V | ∂v = λ(∂)v for all ∂ ∈ L0 }.
The space Vλ is called the weight space corresponding to the weight λ. The support
of the weight module V , denoted by Supp(V ), is the set of all weights λ with Vλ = 0.
A weight module V is a Harish-Chandra module if dim Vλ <∞ for all λ∈Supp(V )
and is called uniformly bounded if there is some N ∈N such that dim Vλ ≤N for all
λ∈Supp(V ).
Let gld be the Lie algebra of all d×d complex matrices and sld be the subalgebra
of gld consisting of all traceless matrices. For 1≤i, j ≤d we use Eij to denote the
matrix units, i.e., Ei,j has entry 1 at (i, j) and 0 otherwise.
For any integral dominant weight ψ (on the Cartan subalgebra of sld consisting
of all diagonal matrices), let V (ψ) be the irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional sld -module
with highest weight ψ. We make V (ψ) into a gld module by deﬁning the action
of the identity matrix I as some scalar e∈C. We denote the resulting module by
V (ψ, e).
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For any α∈Cd , it is known that F α (ψ, e)=V (ψ, e)⊗A is a W -module by deﬁning
D(γ, n)(v⊗tm ) = (γ | m+α)v⊗tm+n +((nγ T )v)⊗tm+n
for any m, n∈Zd , γ ∈Cd and v∈V (ψ, e). Moreover, given any c∈C, we can make
F α (ψ, e) into a (W A)-module by deﬁning
tn (v⊗tm ) = cv⊗tm+n
for any m, n∈Zd and v∈V (ψ, e). We will denote the resulted (W A)-module by
F α (ψ, e, c). It is obvious that F α (ψ, e) and F α (ψ, e, c) are exp-polynomial modules
in the sense of [4]. We now collect some known results on the modules F α (ψ, e) and
F α (ψ, e, c) from [5], [6] and [10].
Theorem 2.1. (1) F α (ψ, e) is reducible as a W -module if and only if (ψ, e)=
(δk , k); or ψ=0, e∈{0, d} and α∈Zd , where δk is the k-th fundamental weight of
sld .
(2) F α (ψ, e, c) is irreducible as a (W A)-module if c= 0.
(3) Let V be an irreducible Harish-Chandra (W A)-module satisfying t0 v=v
and tm tn v=tm+n v for any m, n∈Zd and v∈V , then V ∼
= F α (ψ, e, 1) for suitable
α∈Cd , e∈C, and some ψ which is an integral dominant weight of sld .

2.2. Heisenberg–Virasoro algebra
We ﬁrst recall the deﬁnition of the Heisenberg–Virasoro algebra HVir over C.
Deﬁnition 2.2. The twisted Heisenberg–Virasoro algebra HVir is a Lie algebra
over C with the basis
{xi , I(i), CD , CDI , CI | i ∈ Z}
and the Lie bracket given by
[xi , xj ] = (j −i)xi+j +δi,−j

i3 −i
CD ,
12

[xi , I(j)] = jI(i+j)+δi,−j (i2 +i)CDI ,
[I(i), I(j)] = iδi,−j CI ,
[HVir, CD ] = [HVir, CDI ] = [HVir, CI ] = 0.
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We can deﬁne weight modules over HVir by requiring that the action of the
Cartan subalgebra Cx0 ⊕CI(0)⊕CCD ⊕CCDI ⊕CCI is diagonalizable. Then we
have the concepts of Harish-Chandra modules and uniformly bounded modules
similarly as we did for W and W A. In particular, for any a, b, c∈C we have the
module of intermediate series V (a, b, c) over HVir which has a C-basis {vi |i∈Z}
and the HVir-actions
xj vi = (a+i+bj)vi+j ,
I(j)vi = cvi+j ,
CD vi = CI vi = CDI vi = 0

for i, j ∈ Z.

And V (a, b, c) is reducible if and only if a∈Z, b∈{0, 1} and c=0. The unique
nontrivial irreducible subquotient of V (a, b, c) is denoted by V  (a, b, c).
In [17], Lu and Zhao gave a complete classiﬁcation of irreducible HarishChandra modules over HVir. In particular, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Any nontrivial irreducible uniformly bounded module over HVir
is isomorphic to V  (a, b, c) for some a, b, c∈C.
We note that for any ﬁxed γ ∈Cd and m∈Zd with (γ |m)= 0, the subalgebra of W A spanned by {D(γ, im), tim |i∈Z}, which we denote by HVir(γ, m), is
isomorphic to HVir/(CCD ⊕CCDI ⊕CCI ) by assigning D(γ, im)/(γ |m) to xi and
tim /(γ |m) to I(i).

3. Uniformly bounded modules over W A
In this section, we give a description of irreducible uniformly bounded modules
over W A with nontrivial action of A.
We ﬁrst recall a result on Zd -graded A-modules. Here and later, we consider
A as a Zd -graded commutative Lie algebra. Let V be a Zd -graded module over A,

that is, V = m∈Zd Vm and tn Vm ⊆Vm+n for any m, n∈Zd . A Zd -graded A-module
is said to be irreducible if it does not contain any nonzero proper graded submodule.

Lemma 3.1. Let V = n∈Zd Vn be an irreducible uniformly bounded Zd -graded
A-module, then dim Vn ≤1 for all n∈Zd .
Proof. For n∈Zd , let Un be the nth homogeneous subspace of U (A) with
respect to the Zd -gradation on A. Then U0 is a commutative associative algebra, and each nonzero homogeneous subspace Vn is a ﬁnite-dimensional irreducible
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U0 -module. The ﬁnite-dimensional condition guarantees that the action of U0 on
Vn has common eigenvectors. Therefore dim Vn ≤1 for all n∈Zd . 
We will frequently use the following technical lemma later in this paper.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that V is an irreducible (W A)-module and g∈U (A).
If gv=0 for some nonzero v∈V , then g is locally nilpotent on V .
Proof. For any γ ∈Cd and s∈Zd , we have
[[D(γ, s), g], g] = 0.
Therefore, we can show that
g l+1 D(γ1 , s1 )...D(γl , sl )v


=

i1 +...+il =l+1

(l+1)!
((adg)i1 D(γ1 , s1 ))...((adg)il D(γl , sl ))v
i1 !...il !

= 0,
where γi ∈Cd and si ∈Zd , 1≤i≤l. Since V is irreducible, we see that g is locally
nilpotent on V . 
Theorem 3.3. Let V be an irreducible uniformly bounded weight (W A)module. Let t0 v=cv for any v∈V , where c∈C. Then the following are true:
(1) If c= 0, then (tm ts −ctm+s )v=0 for any m, s∈Zd and v∈V . In this case,
∼
V =F α (ψ, e, c) for suitable α∈Cd , e∈C, and ψ which is an integral dominant weight
of sld .
(2) If c=0, then AV =0.
Proof. There exists α∈Cd such that V =


m∈Zd

Vm , where

Vm = {v ∈ V | D(δ, 0)v = (δ | α+m)v for any δ ∈ Cd } for m ∈ Zd .
(1) Suppose c= 0. We may assume that c=1 by replacing tm with tm /c for
any m∈Zd if necessary, which is equivalent to making a Lie algebra automorphism.
Choose γ ∈Cd such that (γ |m)= 0 for all nonzero m∈Zd .
Claim 1. tm acts injectively and tm t−m −t0 acts locally nilpotently on V for
any m∈Zd .
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For any 0= m∈Zd , the subalgebra
 


CD(γ, im) 
Ctim
HVir(γ, m) =
i∈Z

i∈Z

is isomorphic to the Heisenberg–Virasoro algebra modulo CCD ⊕CCDI ⊕CCI and

V (m)= i∈Z Vim is a uniformly bounded HVir(γ, m)-module. There is a nontrivial
irreducible HVir(γ, m)-submodule X of V (m). Then (tim tjm −t(i+j)m )v=0 for any
i, j ∈Z+ and v∈X, which implies by Lemma 3.2 that tim tjm −t(i+j)m is locally
nilpotent on V . Claim 1 is proved.
Claim 2. For any m, n∈Zd , there exists λm,n ∈C∗ such that tm tn −λm,n tm+n
acts locally nilpotently on V .
Since V is a uniformly bounded Zd -graded module over the Lie algebra A,
by Lemma 3.1, we can see that V contains an irreducible Zd -graded A-submodule

X = n∈Zd Xn such that Xn ⊆Vn and dim Xn ≤1. If there is some n∈Zd such that
Xn =0, then we can take any 0= v∈Xm for some m∈Zd to deduce a contradiction
to Claim 1, viz. tn−m v=0.
Thus we have dim Xm =1 for all m∈Zd and there exist λm,n ∈C∗ satisfying
tm tn v = λm,n tm+n

for m, n ∈ Zd and v ∈ X.

Also by Lemma 3.2, tm tn −λm,n tm+n acts locally nilpotently on V . Claim 2 is
proved.
Claim 3. λm,n =1 for all m, n∈Zd .
Note that the claim is true for n=−m by Claim 1. Set
Xm,n = tm tn −λm,n tm+n .
Note that dim Vm =dim Vn for all m, n∈Zd . Choose a basis {v1 , ..., vk } of V0 . Then
{tm v1 , ..., tm vk } is a basis of Vm by Claim 1, and there exists Bm,n ∈Mk (C) such
that
tm tn (v1 , ..., vk ) = tm+n (v1 , ..., vk )Bm,n .
From tr ts tm tn =tm tn tr ts , we see that
Br,s Bm,n = Bm,n Br,s .
By Lie’s theorem, there exists a matrix S ∈Mk (C) such that Cm,n =S −1 Bm,n S
are upper triangular matrices for all m, n∈Zd . Let
(w1 , ..., wk ) = (v1 , ..., vk )S.
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Then
tm tn (w1 , ..., wk ) = tm+n (w1 , ..., wk )Cm,n .

(3)
Consequently
(4)

Xm,n (w1 , ..., wk ) = tm+n (w1 , ..., wk )(Cm,n −λm,n Ik ),

where Ik is the identity matrix in Mk (C). By the fact that Xm,n is locally nilpotent
on V , we see that all the diagonal entries of Cm,n are λm,n . We obtain that
k
V0 = 0
Xm,n

(5)

and

Xm,n w1 = 0.

We can compute
k
(w1 , ..., wk )
0 = D(γ, −m−n)k Xm,n

(6)

= (k![D(γ, −m−n), Xm,n ]k +Xm,n g−m−n )(w1 , ..., wk ),

where g−m−n ∈U (W A) is some element such that g−m−n V0 ⊆V−m−n . From (3)
we have that
[D(γ, −m−n), Xm,n ]k (w1 , ..., wk )
= ((γ | m)t−n tn +(γ | n)t−m tm −(γ | m+n)λm,n t0 )k (w1 , ..., wk )
(7)

= (w1 , ..., wk )((γ | m)C−n,n +(γ | n)C−m,m −(γ | m+n)λm,n Ik )k

and from (3) and (4) that
Xm,n g−m−n (w1 , ..., wk ) = t−m−n Xm,n (w1 , ..., wk )G−m−n
(8)

= (w1 , ..., wk )(Cm+n,−m−n (Cm,n −λm,n Ik )G−m−n ),

where G−m−n ∈Mk (C) is given by
g−m−n (w1 , ..., wk ) = t−m−n (w1 , ..., wk )G−m−n .
Note that Cm,n Cr,s =Cr,s Cm,n . Then the kth row of the matrix
Cm+n,−m−n (Cm,n −λm,n Ik )G−m−n = (Cm,n −λm,n Ik )Cm+n,−m−n G−m−n
is zero and all the diagonal entries of the upper triangular matrix C−n,n are equal
to 1 for all n∈Zd . Combining (5), (6) and (8) and considering the coeﬃcient of wk
k
in D(γ, −m−n)k Xm,n
wk , we have
(γ | m+n)k (1−λm,n )k = 0,
that is, λm,n =1 for all m, n∈Zd . Claim 3 is proved.
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As a result of the formula (5) and Claim 3, we have tm tn w1 =tm+n w1 for all
m, n∈Zd . So the set
V  = {v ∈ V | tm tn v = tm+n v for all m, n ∈ Zd }
is nonzero. It is easy to check that span{tm tn −tm+n |m, n∈Zd } is stable under
the action of W , so V  is a (W A)-submodule of V . By the irreducibility of
the (W A)-module V , we see that V  =V . Our result for this case follows from
Theorem 2.1.
(2) Suppose now that c=0. Since V is uniformly bounded, there exists N ∈N

such that dim Vm <N for all m∈Zd . For n∈Zd , view
i∈Z Vn+im as a module

over HVir(γ, m). The fact that
i∈Z Vn+im is uniformly bounded implies that

V
has
an
HVir(γ,
m)-modules
composition series with the number of
n+im
i∈Z
nontrivial composition factors not bigger than N . By Theorem 2.3, tm acts trivially
on each composition factor. We can also see that the total number of composition
factors (trivial and nontrivial) in this composition series is not bigger than 2N . So
(tm )2N V =0 for all m∈Zd . Let N0 be the smallest integer such that (tm )N0 V =0
for all m∈Zd . Clearly, N0 ≥1. Recall that (γ |r)= 0 for all r∈Zd . Then
0 = D(γ, r−m)(tm )N0 V = (γ | m)N0 tr (tm )N0 −1 V

for all r, m ∈ Zd .

By the choice of N0 , there are some v∈V and 0= m∈Zd such that u=(tm )N0 −1 v= 0.
Thus, tr u=0 for all r∈Zd .
It is easy to check that the nonzero subspace
V  = {u ∈ V | tr u = 0 for all r ∈ Zd }
is a (W A)-submodule of V . By the irreducibility of V , we have V  =V . Part (2)
follows. 

4. Unbounded weight modules over W A
To describe irreducible weight modules over W A which are not uniformly

bounded, we need to introduce some new notation. Let L= m∈Zd Lm be a Zd graded Lie algebra such that L0 is abelian and the gradation itself is the root
space decomposition with respect to L0 . We also assume that [Lm , Ln ]=Lm+n for
all distinct m, n∈Zd . It is clear that W , W A and (centerless) higher-rank or
classical Virasoro algebras are examples of such algebras. We can deﬁne weight
modules and Harish-Chandra modules and other similar concepts for L as we did
for the algebras W and W A.
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For convenience, we denote by λn the weight of Ln in the adjoint representation of L, that is, Ln ={y∈L|[x, y]=λn (x)y for all x∈L0 }, where n∈Zd . When
considering weights with respect to L, we identify {λn |n∈Zd } with Zd naturally.
Suppose that V is a weight L-module. Then V is dense provided Supp(V )=λ+
Zd for some λ∈L∗0 , and is cut provided there are λ∈Supp(V ), δ∈Rd \{0} and m∈Zd
(δ)
(δ)
such that Supp(V )⊆λ+m+Z≤0 , where Z≤0 ={n∈Zd |(δ|n)≤0}. An element v∈V
is called a generalized highest weight vector provided there exist a Z-basis {s1 , ..., sd }
d
of Zd and N ∈N such that Lm v=0 for all m= i=1 mi si ∈Zd with mi >N , i=1, ..., d.
Let us recall the following general result for L-modules, see Theorem 4.1 in [19].
Theorem 4.1. Let V be an irreducible weight L-module, which is neither dense
nor trivial. If V contains a generalized highest weight vector, then V is a cut module.
Now we introduce a class of cut modules over L. Choose some subgroup H ⊂Zd
such that Zd =H ⊕Zβ for some β ∈Zd \{0}. Deﬁne the following subalgebras of L:



+
−
LH =
Lg , LH
=
Lg+kβ and LH
=
Lg−kβ .
g∈H

g∈H
k∈N

g∈H
k∈N

+
Let X be an irreducible LH -module. We make X into an (LH +LH
)-module
+
by deﬁning LH X =0. Then we deﬁne the generalized Verma module M (H, β, X)
over L as
M (H, β, X) = IndL
X = U (L)⊗LH +L+ X.
L+ +LH
H

H

It is easy to see that M (H, β, X) has a unique irreducible quotient module, which
we denote by LL (H, β, X). If there are no ambiguities occurring, we simply denote
it by L(H, β, X).
We will simply call L(H, β, X) an irreducible highest weight module. It is easy
to see that L(H, β, X) is a cut module. It was shown in [4] that L(H, β, X) is a
Harish-Chandra module if X is a uniformly bounded exp-polynomial module.
Let γ ∈Cd be such that (γ |m)= 0 for all m∈Zd . The subalgebra Vir(γ)=

m∈Zd CD(γ, m) of W A is a centerless rank-d Virasoro algebra (in the sense of
[20]). We can see that LVir(γ) (H, β, X) is not uniformly bounded provided that
X is nontrivial, by [16]. On the other hand, if X is trivial, so is LVir(γ) (H, β, X).
Similar results hold for W A by considering (W A)-modules as Vir(γ)-modules.
Theorem 4.2. Any irreducible Harish-Chandra Vir(γ)-module which is not
uniformly bounded is isomorphic to LVir(γ) (H, β, X) for some H, β and X, where
β ∈Zd \{0}, H is a subgroup of Zd such that Zd =H ⊕Zβ, and X is a nontrivial
irreducible uniformly bounded Vir(γ)H -module.
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Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we can give a description of irreducible HarishChandra (W A)-modules which are not uniformly bounded.
Theorem 4.3. Let V be an irreducible Harish-Chandra (W A)-module which
is not uniformly bounded. Then V is isomorphic to some L(H, β, X), where β ∈
Zd \{0}, H is a subgroup of Zd such that Zd =H ⊕Zβ, and X is an irreducible
uniformly bounded (W A)H -module.
Proof. For convenience set L=W A. By the irreducibility of V , there is some
λ∈L∗0 such that Supp(V )⊆λ+Zd . Let {ei |i=1, ..., d} be the canonical Z-basis of
Zd . Given any n∈Zd , we will denote by ni the ith entry of n for i=1, ..., d, that is,
d
n= i=1 ni ei .
Choose any γ ∈Cd such that (γ |m)= 0 for all m∈Zd . Then V can be viewed as

a Vir(γ)= n∈Zd CD(γ, n)-module, which is not uniformly bounded. Moreover each


V (i)= n∈Zd ,n1 =0 Vλ+ie1 +n for i∈Z is a module over n∈Zd ,n1 =0 CD(γ, n), which is

a centerless rank-(d−1) Virasoro algebra for any i∈Z, and V  = n∈Zd ,n2 =0 Vλ+n is

a module over n∈Z,n2 =0 CD(γ, n), which is also a centerless rank-(d−1) Virasoro
algebra.
Note that any uniformly bounded module over classical or higher-rank Virasoro
algebras has equal dimensions of weight spaces except for the weight 0. If all V (i),
i∈Z, and V  are uniformly bounded, then there exists N  ∈N such that dim Vλ+n ≤
N  for all n∈Zd with n2 =0. Set N =max{N  , δλ,Zd dim V0 }, where δλ,Zd =1 if λ∈Zd
and δλ,Zd =0 otherwise. Since V (i) is uniformly bounded, we have
dim Vλ+ie1 +m ≤ max{dim Vλ+ie1 +m−m2 e2 , δλ,Zd dim V0 } ≤ N
for all i∈Z and m∈Zd with m1 =0. In other words, dim Vλ+m ≤N for all m∈Zd ,
contradicting the fact that V is not uniformly bounded. Thus, either V (i), for some
i∈Z, or V  is not uniformly bounded.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that V (0) is not uniformly bounded.
So there exists some n∈Zd with n1 =0 such that


d

(9)
dim Vλ−n > (d+1) dimVλ+e1 +
dim Vλ+e1 +ei .
i=2

We set s1 =n+e1 and si =n+e1 +ei for i=2, ..., d. It is easy to check that the set {si |
d
i=1, ..., d} is a Z-basis of Zd since n= i=2 ni ei . By (9), there exists some nonzero
element v∈Vλ−n such that D(ei , sj )v=0 and tsj v=0 for any i, j =1, ..., d. Thus, v is
a generalized highest weight vector relative to the basis {si |i=1, ..., d} of Zd . By the
irreducibility of the L-module V and the Poincaré–Birkhoﬀ–Witt theorem, we see
d
that j=1 Nsj ∈Supp(V
/
). Clearly, V is neither dense nor trivial. By Theorem 4.1,
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there exists some m∈Zd and δ∈Rd \{0} such that Supp(V )⊆λ+m+Z≤0 . Set Gδ =
{n∈Zd |(δ, n)=0}.
Now consider V as a Vir(γ)-module. Then V has an irreducible nontrivial
Vir(γ)-subquotient, say Y , which is not uniformly bounded. By the representation of higher-rank Virasoro algebras, we know that Y ∼
=LVir(γ) (H, β, Y  ) for some
d
d
d∼
β ∈Z \{0}, a subgroup H of Z with Z = H ⊕Zβ, and Y  being an irreducible uniformly bounded module over LH ∩Vir(γ) which is a rank-(d−1) centerless Virasoro
algebra. In particular,
(δ)

λ−iβ +H ⊆ Supp(Y ) ⊆ Supp(V ) ⊆ λ+m+Z≤0
for suﬃciently large i∈N. It follows that
(δ | n) ≤ (δ | m+iβ)

for n ∈ H and suﬃciently large i ∈ N,

yielding that H =Gδ and (δ|β)>0.
Let i0 ∈Z be the maximal number such that X =Vλ+i0 β+H = 0. Thus, Supp(V )⊆

+
i≤i0 (λ+iβ +H) and LH X =0. Note that X is an LH -module. Then the irre−
ducibility of V over L implies the irreducibility of X over LH and that V =U (LH
)X.
Since V is nontrivial over L, we know that X is nontrivial over LH . If X is not a
uniformly bounded LH -module, then X has an irreducible LH ∩Vir(γ)-subquotient
X  which is not uniformly bounded. The unique irreducible Vir(γ)-quotient module
of the induced Vir(γ)-module
U (Vir(γ))⊗(LH +L+ )∩Vir(γ) X 
H

is not a Harish-Chandra module by Theorem 2.3(2) of [16], contradicting the fact
that V is a Harish-Chandra L-module. Thus we must have that X is uniformly
bounded over LH . This completes the proof. 
Using Theorems 3.3 and 4.3, we can obtain a classiﬁcation of irreducible HarishChandra modules over W A with nontrivial action of A.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that V is a nontrivial irreducible Harish-Chandra
(W A)-module with nonzero action of A.
(1) If V is uniformly bounded, then V is isomorphic to some F α (ψ, e, c) for
suitable α∈Cd , e, c∈C, and ψ which is an integral dominant weight of sld .
(2) If V is not uniformly bounded, then V is isomorphic to some L(H, β, X),
where β ∈Zd \{0}, H is a subgroup of Zd such that Zd =H ⊕Zβ, and X is a nontrivial irreducible uniformly bounded (W A)H -module.
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